FUN SHEET

1. This, [______], is a ______________ mark.
   (brace or pedal?)

2. The RIGHT PEDAL is named the DAMPER PEDAL. __________
   (yes or no?)

3. A PEDAL MARK tells you to push the RIGHT PEDAL with your
   RIGHT FOOT. (Keep your heel on the floor!) Do you see pedal
   marks in ELLISA? __________
   (yes or no?)

4. This, \(\text{\textbullet\textbullet\textbullet}\), is a TIE HOLD. __________
   (yes or no?)
   It equals ________ beats in \(\frac{3}{4}\) time.
   (5 or 6?)

5. Write the counts under the following notes.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{3}{4} & \quad \text{\lira} & \quad \text{\lira\lira} & \quad \text{\lira} & \quad \text{\lira} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Counts: ____________________________

6. Draw a note that equals the given counts. A quarter note equals one beat.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\lira} & \quad 1 & \quad 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 & \quad 1 + & \quad 1 - 2 - 3 & \quad 1 - 2 & \quad 1.
\end{align*}
\]
My daughter,

**ELLISA!**

(ororchestrated accompaniment has a 5 beat count-in)

*With Love*

© Mayron Cole

---

Hear how the wind sings your name?

It says, "I
WRITE THE LETTER NAMES BELOW THE FOLLOWING NOTES TO SOLVE THE MYSTERY MESSAGE®!

_ LLIS _ LOV _ S _ _ _ UTI _ UL, _ R _ SH _ LOW _ RS.

_ _ _ LOV _ S TO W _ LK THROU _ H TH _ M HOUR

_ _ _ T _ R HOUR _ V _ N IN SPRIN _ SHOW _ RS!®